ARMSTRONG SCOUT KIT LIST
This is a generic kit list suitable for most weekend camps. Kits lists for summer camps or
overseas camps will be provided.
Sleeping bag & roll mat.
Pillow and/or soft cuddly toy if required.
Rucksack (Everything in or on this bag must be double wrapped in plastic).
Hat suitable for expected conditions, plus gloves if we are camping during the winter.
Waterproof jacket (and waterproof trousers for winter camping).
Hiking boots - remember to waterproof them before coming to camp.
Change of footwear - trainers etc
Working Torch plus spare batteries.
Changes of clothing. (Trousers, shorts, t-shirts, warm fleeces, socks, undies, sweatshirts etc.)
Nightwear (Optional as most sleep in t shirt and shorts)
Wash kit (hairbrush or comb, toothbrush, tooth paste, soap, maybe a flannel and a towel.)
NB Aerosols are NOT allowed on camp
Plate, bowl, cup, and cutlery (named)
Tea towel (washing up for the use of !)
Penknife (only if you hold a certificate and this must also be brought to camp too).
Personal medication. (To be handed into leaders)

Cake - for scout refreshments and snacks
Mobile phones should not be taken. If they are they MUST be handed into a leader at the
start of camp and will only be available for use in the evening for a limited period.
We do not want to see the following on any camp (except where we have given special
permission for a specific camp) due to the risk of breakages or theft.
Electronic games such a game boys etc.
Walkmans, ipods, mp3 players, portable radios or televisions or similar.
Expensive personal effects or jewellery.

Remember scout camps can be muddy and wet.
The leadership accepts no responsibility for any items lost whilst on camp. If items are named
they have a greater chance of being returned.
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